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Let me start with a joke. An old Jesuit was dying. The man had a beautiful and rich life 
behind him. Yet he was very restless. He was moving back and forth in his bed. His eyes 
radiated fear. His fellow-jesuits could not understand this. In desperation they called in the 
spiritual father of the old Jesuit. My good friend," he said to him, "you know that Our Lord is 
eager to welcome you to heaven with open arms. If there is anyone who does not need to 
be afraid to die, it is you! Oh, said the dying Jesuit, you know, I have no fear at all of our 
Lord. On the contrary. But I am so afraid to face our holy father Ignatius.   
 
Indeed, Saint Ignatius of Loyola had a reputation of not being easy to deal with. Especially 
with fellow-jesuits whom he loved very much and for whom he wished most that they would 
live fully like Jesus. More in general, it is common knowledge that a certain harshness is 
something typical of saints. This says something about the radicality with which these men 
and women themselves tried to live the Gospel. That's exactly what the readings we just 
heard are about. Someone speaks to Jesus and says to him, I will follow you wherever you 
go.That person, man or woman, we don't know, says, in other words, that he wants to live 
completely like Jesus. This sounds like a good reason to treat that person warmly. But one 
cannot really say that the reaction of Jesus sounds very welcoming:  
 

 Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests; but the Son of Man has nowhere to 
lay his head.’  

 Let the dead bury their own dead; but as for you, go and proclaim the kingdom of 
God. 

 No one who puts a hand to the plough and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God. 
 
Does this mean that as a Christian you must be so poor that you cannot even have your own 
pillow? That you have to distance yourself from your family to such an extent that you are 
no longer allowed to bury your father and that you have to keep your loved ones at a 
distance for the rest of your days? 
 
What is certain is that Jesus invites us to radicality. Being a Christian is more than an 
interesting hobby that you practice from time to time but that has little or no influence on 
your daily life. Being a Christian is a lifelong dynamic that wants to penetrate until in the very 
roots of our existence. 
 
But how far should this radicality go? In his letter to the Galatians we just heard, Paul gives 
us an important key to understand what it is about.  “For freedom Christ set us free”;  
To be a Christian is to become free and to be free more and more. Being free. What does 
that mean? Does it mean that you can and may do anything at any time of your life? That is 
not the freedom that Jesus invites us to. Christian freedom is about listening to God's Spirit. 
That freedom, in other words, has everything to do with obedience. The truly free person is 
the man or woman who has become so free from what is not God that he or she only desires 



to do what God asks of him or her. The free person is the person who believes so intensely 
that God wants to lead him on the path of life and love that God indicates to him that he 
only desires to walk that very path. 
 
For some, this means withdrawing to an abbey and reducing contact with their families to a 
minimum. These are exceptions. For most Christians, this obedience will lead to a life where 
there is often not so much to see from the outside. Radicality in the love of their families, in 
respect for nature, in solidarity with the poor, in their professional ethics, etc. No less radical 
than the saints. Simply otherwise radical. 
 
Saints are people who have experienced this radicality in a special way. This means that 
sometimes it is difficult to get on with those saints for those close to them for who this 
radicality can be very confronting. I wish to us all that we may obtain the courage to allow 
ourselves to be challenged by these saints. And so, first and foremost, by the saint par 
excellence, Jesus. And that we never forget, in this sometimes tormenting confrontation, 
that the Lord keepts inviting us to evermore life and joy. 
 
 


